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Our Vision

The Albany Police Department will strive to eliminate crime and the fear of crime by 

inspiring and empowering our community to work together to improve our quality of life 

and make Albany the safest community in America.

 

Mission Statement

We are dedicated to protecting the community we serve by proactively improving quality 

of life.

We will inspire confidence through a collaborative effort to problem solving and 

enforcement of laws.

We are committed to this mission and the direction it guides us.
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Albany Police Core Values

EXCELLENCE
Assiduity, Dedication, Pride, Leadership

Persistent application of education, training, and leadership development to challenge 
ourselves and our community to reach and exceed our potential. Maintain resistance to 
complacency. With a commitment to empower each individual to excel and lead,
demanding high personal and professional ethics in pursuit of our mission.

HONOR THROUGH INTEGRITY
Responsibility, Accountability, Honesty, Character, Reliability

Respect yourself and those around you while being accountable for your actions. Stay 
true to the principles that drive you. Take responsibility for making the fair and honest 
choice, and for doing what is right. Consistently demonstrate high moral character, and 
be a leader of ethical aptitude.

COURAGE
Valor, Fortitude, Sacrifice, Bravery

Standing firm in the face of danger to protect those who cannot protect themselves. 
Confront all threats to the safety and security of our community with intelligence and
vigor. Beliefs and actions that are guided by a moral compass to do what is right,
regardless of fear or adversity.

RESPECT
Empathy, Fairness, Selfless Objectivity, Professionalism

Executing our duties with compassion, courtesy, and measured response Strive to
embrace diversity and ignore bias. Hold profession, our department, and the
community we serve before ourselves.

TEAMWORK
Equality, Clear Communication, Consistency, Trust

Dedicated to working cooperatively within our organization, profession, and the
community we serve. Accept our individual and team responsibilities while holding 
each other accountable. Encourage and support each other and work toward
accomplishing our vision and mission.

CORE VALUES
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CHIEF’S MESSAGE

Robert Sears, Acting Chief of Police
Policing in the 21st century is a dynamic and ever-changing venture. 

Various threats, opportunities and obstacles are encountered daily in 

law enforcement. Expectations for police departments shift frequently. 

Demands for police expertise increase. How do police chiefs keep up? 

How do officers keep up? In short: Training.

Building a 21st Century Police officer is very difficult. The basics are still 

needed. Report writing, marksmanship, physical fitness and Emergency 

Vehicle Operations are still as important today as they were decades ago. 

Training that did not exist ten or twenty years ago are in great demand 

as the nature of the country and individual environments evolve. Training 

such as De-escalation, Implicit Bias and Policing the Teen Brain are 

courses that have been designed to help engage communities in the most effective means possible.

The Albany Police Department has made a great investment in training its officers. We have a full time 

training unit that is comprised of one Lieutenant, one sergeant and five police officers. The unit’s main 

mission is to provide the department with the most relevant and up-to-date training. They provide 

training through in-service courses, training bulletins, online training opportunities and specific 

classroom training on many topics. They also coordinate several off-site trainings held by other state 

and federal agencies.

In April of 2017, the department graduated Session #1 from the Albany Police Academy. We decided 

to create and operate our own academy so we can deliver the best Albany specific training to all of 

our new recruits. This new academy allows us the flexibility to present material and situations that 

would be the most beneficially to our officers and communities members. 

Training is also the best way for the department to invest in our most important resource: the men 

and women that make up the ranks. A lot is expected of our officers and we must commit all available 

resources into developing each member in an effort to reach their fullest potential. We want our 

officers to be mentally and physically equipped to complete the job.

The following pages contain many of the courses and initiatives we have offered in the recent 

past. These form the foundation for Building a 21st Century Police officer. They also highlight the 

commitment the department has made to ensuring that the men and women have the best chance 

at having a successful career. The investment in our people has had a tremendous effect on how we 

police the city of Albany and the results are very positive. 

The police officers have embraced the new training and should be commended for their willingness to 

be a large part of making the Albany Police Department the best in the country.
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LETTER FROM THE CFO

Bridget Pardo, Chief Fiscal Officer
Each year, we challenge ourselves to reduce costs, increase revenue and to 

improve services.  The Strategic Plan guides us in providing a foundation for 

setting these goals.

At this time, we are in the final stages of phase one of the implementation 

of the Time and Attendance system.  Employees now are able to enter 

their own overtime, request time off and view their accruals in this 

system.  The second and final phase will be to incorporate the overtime 

planning and management function of the department through this system.  

These efficiencies have allowed the Chief to reassign personnel to other 

departmental tasks and to automate many administrative processes.

The City’s management team has also chosen an Enterprise Resource System 

to automate financial, purchasing and payroll/human resource functions 

of the City.  Additional functions will be added in the near future.  This 

implementation will realize immediate savings in supply costs.  For example, 

paper usage will decrease as all records will be stored electronically.  

Approvals within the system will be more timely and less effort will be 

necessary to process these functions.

In early 2016, the Albany Police Department modified the reimbursable 

private and public details to a flat fee.  This fee will expedite billing and 

recoup costs of administering this program.

Beginning September 2016, a charge has been imposed for the service of 

hanging emergency no parking signs.  The fees that are charged for this 

service are based on the number of spaces needed and the number of days 

that the signs need to be hung.  During the development of the Strategic 

Plan, we have identified new ways to recoup costs associated with personnel, 

equipment and supplies.

We are in the infancy stages of the Women in Leadership and Mentoring 

Program for the Albany Police Department.  Our mission is to support, 

inspire and empower the next generation of future female leaders – within 

the community and the department – and to create opportunities that build 

confidence, self-worth and optimism that are the foundation of quality 

leadership.  I am honored to be a part of this initiative and also to be given 

the opportunity to help others.

CHIEF FISCAL OFFICER
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HISTORY

History
The City of Albany is one of the oldest cities in the 

United States of America. In its long accumulation 

of years, it has been the theatre of many an exciting, 

interesting, and distinguishing drama, and it is singularly 

worthy of note that it has never been besieged, attacked, 

or invaded by the enemy. One of the most gratifying 

features of Albany’s record has been its excellent police 

environment, law and order having been uniformly 

maintained, as shown by the earliest obtainable data 

and those of more modern times and up to present time. 

From its inception, there has been a marked advance 

in equipment, efficiency, and personnel creating a very 

considerable and meritorious space for the Albany police 

in Albany’s history. 

The Albany Police Department (APD) is steeped in the 

rich tradition of professional policing and its ability to 

serve the members of the community. The APD can 

be traced back to 1609 when the first Dutch Settlers 

traveled up the Hudson River and established Fort 

Orange, which eventually evolved into the City of 

Albany. The City of Albany is the state capital of the 

State of New York and the county seat for Albany 

County.

In 1686, New York State Governor Thomas Dongan 

granted the “Dongan Charter” which officially recognized 

Albany as a city. At this time, the enforcement of laws 

and the preservation of order remained the responsibility 

of the constables. However, in 1851, a regular and 

systematic police department was established. Today, 

the APD has over 530 employees, consisting of both 

sworn and non-sworn personnel, each whom play a vital 

role in promoting safety and enhancing quality of life 

in Albany. The department considers its employees its 

most valuable resource, essential to providing citizens 

with services. To that end, the APD strives to maintain 

the highest quality of personnel to most effectively serve 

its populace.

The main functions of the APD are patrol and 

investigations. Members of the Patrol Division are 

first responders tasked with handling and mastering 

a multitude of calls for service including crimes in 

progress, domestic disturbances, medical issues, juvenile 

issues, and traffic control needs to name a few. Today’s 

APD utilizes a wide array of modern policing tactics 

and technological advancements to achieve its mission. 

Officers are limited only by their ambition and ingenuity 
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regarding the methods they employ to promote 

community policing, problem solving, crime prevention, 

and dispute resolution. Members of the Detective 

Division investigate reports of criminal conduct, 

respond to active crime scenes, collect and process 

evidence, analyze and disseminate crime data, identify 

crime trends and patterns, assist in the prosecution of 

criminals, vigorously advocate for victims, and work 

hand-in-hand with families and the juvenile justice 

system to reduce juvenile crime and delinquency.

In addition to these primary functions performed by 

patrol and investigations, APD administrative support 

units also play a crucial role. They are responsible for the 

creation of policy, presenting high quality and relevant 

training for all employees, dispatching calls for service, 

the entry and maintenance of departmental records, 

the dissemination of records to the public, building and 

equipment maintenance, the processing and temporary 

lodging of prisoners, fleet acquisition and maintenance, 

updating and maintaining the computer technology 

utilized by the department, purchasing, payroll, and the 

efficient use of resources. 

Furthermore, the Office of Professional Standards 

ensures that the APD is represented by the best 

possible personnel through rigid hiring standards 

which vet out all but the most competent and qualified 

applicants. They continue to ensure the highest level of 

employee performance by fielding citizen feedback and 

complaints, investigating and addressing any potential 

conduct issues, and working to correct any discrepancies 

or deficiencies in the areas of training and policy. 

Lastly, the Special Operations Division provides a skilled 

support contingent to the Patrol Division, and handles 

the planning and response for the many special events 

which occur daily within the City of Albany, ranging 

from large scale music festivals to runs for charity. 

Special Operations units include K-9 patrols, mounted 

officers, traffic safety specialists, honor guard, animal 

control officers, school crossing officers, and the traffic 

engineering staff.

The APD continues to provide the highest quality 

of police services to the members of the Albany 

community. The dedicated members of the APD are 

committed to ensuring that Albany’s residents, visitors, 

and commuters are safe and may enjoy all that the city 

of Albany has to offer. 
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ALBANY POLICE ACADEMY

The Albany Police Department has continued striving 

to provide training and career development for our 

employees. We continue to develop our officer’s based 

on the recommendations set forth by the Task Force on 

21st Century Policing. That Task Force developed a series 

of concrete and specific recommendations, many of 

which emphasize the opportunity for police departments 

to build relationships with communities that they serve. 

The recommendations, each with action items, are set 

forth in six main categories or “pillars:” Building Trust 

and Legitimacy, Policy and Oversight, Technology and 

Social Media, Community Policing and Crime Reduction, 

Officer Training and Education, and Officer Safety and 

Wellness.

In 2015, The Albany Police Department was one of only 

15 police agencies nationwide selected by the White 

House to take part in the 21st Century Policing Initiative. 

We were recognized as amodel police department 

for the country based on our community policing 

strategy and our progressive approach to making our 

community safe.

Albany Police Training Unit.

In continuance of building a department of 21st Century 

Police Officers, the Albany Police Training Unit has 

spearheaded the effort to build on Pillar Five of the 

initiative: “Training and Education.” Our department 

maintains a progressive approach to training and 

provides the resources to produce the highest quality 

possible. The Training Unit is comprised of (1) lieutenant, 

(1) sergeant, and (5) full-time training officers.

City of Albany Police Training 

Academy

Our department recognizes that training newly 

hired officers in alignment with our core values and 

philosophies will be better served under a training 

environment that best meets the needs of our officers 

and community holistically. On April 3, 2017, the first 

class of the City of Albany Police Academy graduated. 

The Academy was held at the Albany Police Training 

Center on Washington Avenue extension.

In addition to traditional academy coursework and In 

accordance with the 21st Century Policing Initiative, the 

following are some of the content areas that recruit 

officers received training:

• Physical Wellness

• Problem Orientated Policing

• Below 100

• Ethical Awareness 

• LGBTQ and Gender Nonconforming Population 

• Refugee Awareness

• Implicit Bias

• Procedural Justice

• Cultural Competency

• (CIT) Crisis Intervention Team Training

• Policing the Teen Brain

• ALERRT I and II (Active Shooter)

• Mental Health

• Alzheimer’s and Autism

•  Persons with Disabilities and Communication with the 

deaf and Hearing Impaired.

In-Service Trainings

Crisis Intervention Teams / Mental Health – The 

department is continuing the process of having all 

our patrol officers trained in a 40-hour block of Crisis 

Intervention Team (CIT) Training. CIT training is a 

specialized training that enhances an officer’s ability to 

assist people in emotional crisis and obtain appropriate 

services for them. The training, which instructs 

officers on the most current and best practices, is an 

effective police response program that emphasizes 

a partnership between law enforcement, the mental 

health and substance abuse treatment system, advocacy 

groups, and consumers of mental health services and 

their families.

Policing the Teen Brain – Fall In-service training 

consisted of all sworn personnel attending an 8-hour 

course in Policing the Teen Brain. This training provided 

officers with an intensive overview of how neurological 

changes occurring in teens’ brains explain many of their 

hard-to-police behaviors. Through interactive discussions 

with adolescent development experts and using films 

and community youth as “teaching assistants,” officers 

learned how to assert authority using alternative tactics 

to increase compliance from teens and de-escalate 

volatile situations. The training also helped officers to 

recognize prevalent mental health issues among teens, 

and learn ice breakers for developing relationships 

with them.

Defensive Driving – All Sworn and Non-Sworn 

members of the department will complete a 6-hour 

National Traffic Safety Council Defensive Driving 

Program. This training will commence in November 

and all members will complete this online training using 

departmental computers. 
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Continued Training and Development

Officers and Non-sworn members of the department 

have numerous opportunities to better themselves 

through both internal and external trainings and 

continuing education. Among many of the traditional 

policing topics, there also has been a concentration 

on Community Policing, Leadership Development, and 

Mental Health Trainings. Some of the trainings provided 

for the members of department are the following: 

Internal
• Procedural Instructor Course

• Crisis Intervention Team Officer Training

• ALERRT I & II (Active Shooter)

•  CRASE Instructor (Civilian Response to Active Shooter 

Events) Course

• Physical Fitness Instructor Course

• EVOC Instructor Course

• CAAT Critical Asset Team Training

External 
• Implicit Bias Instructor Course

• Abuse in Later Life Training

• Leadership for Women in Law Enforcement

• Arresting Communication

• Disability Awareness Instructor Course

• Hate Crimes Investigations

• Social Networking Investigations

• NYS DCJS Firearms Instructor Course

• Terrorist Weapons, tactics & Techniques

• SLATT (State and Local Anti-Terrorism Training)

• ICISF Assisting Individuals in Crisis

• Bulletproof Leadership Training

• NY Women in Law Enforcement Training Conference

• IACP Woman’s Institute Leadership Training

Community Interactive Training

The Training Unit runs a 14-week citizen academy for 

those who are older than 18 years of age and live, work 

and/or attend school in the city of Albany. The CPA is 

also mandatory for those civilians who hold a position on 

the Albany City Police Advisory Committee (ACPAC) or 

on the Civilian Police Review Board (CPRB). Participants 

of the academy meet once a week for three-hours and 

are exposed to every operational, investigative, and 

administrative component of the department. This has 

proven to be a widely successful program which gains 

mutual respect and understanding to both the agency 

and community.

Know Your Rights - The department has partnered 

with the City of Albany Summer Youth Program and 

the Center for Law and Justice to deliver presentations 

to approximately 400 teens enrolled in the summer 

employment program. Officers and attorneys 

collaboratively conduct training on police interactions 

and what is acceptable and unacceptable based on law 

during police/public interactions. The training provides 

an opportunity to discuss police/youth expectations as 

well as presenting “dos and don’ts” while interacting with 

the police in a variety of scenarios and circumstances. 

The goal is to increase the knowledge base of attendees 

by emphasizing legal requirements and citizen rights 

during such interactions.
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January 2017

Implicit Bias Instructor Course
Develop instructors to teach fair & impartial policing
Abuse in Later Life
The purpose of this training is to provide law enforcement officers with an overview of 
elder abuse and information about investigative strategies and local resources or services 
available to assist officers and victims of elder abuse.
New World ERP Purchase Order Training 
Online and Classroom work, to learn how to use the new system of Purchase orders
TNT: Tactics in Traffic
Course topics will include but not be limited to: Traffic Stop Fundamentals, Communica-
tion Skills, Unique Vehicles (motorcycles, vans, SUV’s and more) , Window Tint and Other 
Obstructions, Night Time Approach Tactics, Contemporary Search and Frisk Techniques & 
Dealing with Combative Motorists 

February 2017

Abuse in Later Life
The purpose of this training is to provide law enforcement officers with an overview of 
elder abuse and information about investigative strategies, possible charges, and local 
resources or services available
Greenline Tactical Combat Carbine
Topics covered include Safety Marksmanship fundamentals Zero procedures and theory 
Bilateral shooting Maintenance Ballistics Transitions Use of optics and iron sights Stance 
Shooting on the move Shooting positions Malfunctions Use of cover Intermediate and 
long range marksmanship Reloads Close quarters marksmanship
TNVC Night Fighter: Armed Professional
Subjects Covered Safety Brief Gear Discussion Physiology of Night Vision Zeroing Lasers 
Square Range Shooting Drills Reloads and Transitions Moving and Shooting Improvised 
Shooting Positions Equipment Failure Drills White Light Integration Team Movement Roll 
Player Scenarios Live Fire CQB Visible Lasers Pro Masks CBRN Communication IFF
Signaling Vehicle Operation Thermal Imagers
Arresting Communication
realistic and effective techniques that will improve both their verbal and nonverbal
communication skills
Alco-Sensor FST Operator Training
latest screening device, the Alco-Sensor FST, DWI Pre-Screening Device
Ignition Interlock Devices in NYS
Video on Ignition Interlock Devices, which provides a comprehensive overview of how 
they appear, how they work, common circumvention tactics, and enforcement guidance 
for New York State police officers

LIST OF YEARLY TRAINING
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March 2017

DWI Detection and SFST Refresher Course
Refresher for officers in DWI Detection and Standard Field Sobriety Tests
DWI Detection and SFST Instructor Refresher Course
Refresher for instructors who teach DWI Detection and Standard Field Sobriety Tests
Hate Crimes Investigations
provide the attendees with a comprehensive overview of extremist groups operating in 
Northeastern US, their leaders and their members and their ideologies and tips for
combating their activities
Social Networking Investigations
Participants will learn what information is available on various sites and how to integrate 
that information into criminal investigations and criminal intelligence analysis

April 2017

NYS DCJS Firearms Instructor Course
Develop instructors to teach Firearms
Junior Achievement Instructor Course
Participants will also know basic techniques to engage students in learning and how to 
take “ownership” of JA kits and how to plan lessons.
Abuse in Later Life Instructor Course
Develop instructors to teach Abuse in later Life
Firearms In-Service
In-Service training for all sworn personnel in firearms, CEW and Gas Mask

May 2017

Operation Jet way
This basic course of instruction covers the fundamental principles of methods and
techniques involved in criminal interdiction at commercial and small airports, bus and train 
stations, hotels and motels, and parcel facilities.
Advanced Active Shooter Scenarios
 provides training to combat potential coordinated, complex terrorist attacks against 
the United States, particularly the State of New York, in which small arms fire, automatic 
weapons, and explosives are used to attack a jurisdiction at multiple locations.
Procedural Justice Instructors Course
During the four-day training event, participants will learn the principles of procedural 
justice, gain a deeper understanding of the core concepts of police legitimacy, and build 
better relationships within the communities that they serve
Abuse in Later Life
The purpose of this training is to provide law enforcement officers with an overview of 
elder abuse and information about investigative strategies, possible charges, and local 
resources or services available
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NYSP Crimes against Children Seminar
This seminar is intended to assist field level personnel in the successful investigation of 
offenses committed against children.
Crisis Intervention Officer Training Course
(40) Hours of enhanced training in the identification of symptoms of mental illness,
onsite crisis management, de-escalation techniques, and the appropriate use of local 
mental health services. Upon successful completion, participants will be added to the 
Crisis Intervention Team.

June 2017 

Crisis Negotiation Course
(40) Hours of training in Crisis Negotiation, Upon successful completion, participants 
will be placed on the list to be selected to the Crisis Negotiation Team if needed.

July 2017

Terrorist Weapons, Tactics and Techniques
This training will consist of briefings from the following anti-terrorism entities: National 
Threat Assessment Center The mission of NTAC is to provide guidance on threat
assessment, both within the Secret Service and to its law enforcement and public safety 
partners.

August 2017

State & Local Anti-Terrorism Training (SLATT)
Topics include domestic threats, such as militia groups, sovereign citizens, white
supremacists, and anarchists, as well as international threats, such as presented by
individuals inspired by the Islamic state and other international terrorist groups.
Critical Assessment Team Qualifications
This course will provide CAAT candidates a general overview of CAAT operations and 
structure. Topics to be covered will be Site Protection through Observational
Techniques, Enhanced Risk and Threat Assessment, and Incident Response to Terrorist 
Bombings. Successful completion of this course will serve as initial entry training and 
graduates will be considered for further CAAT operations and team placement.

September 2017

Below 100 Intensive Training
To influence law enforcement culture by providing innovative training and awareness, 
through presentations, social media, and webinars on identifying the leading causes and 
current trends in preventable line of duty deaths and injuries. The 5 Tenets- • Wear Your 
Belt • Wear Your Vest • Watch Your Speed • WIN—What’s Important Now? 
• Remember: Complacency Kills!
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Below 100 Instructor Course
Develop instructors in “Below 100” is a national effort to reduce the number of line of duty 
deaths. The program is purposefully designed to instill a mindset and the resultant
behaviors that will improve the safety of officers on patrol.
Physical Fitness Instructor Course
Develop instructors to teach Physical Fitness to recruit officers
DWI Detection and SFST Refresher Course
Refresher for officers in DWI Detection and Standard Field Sobriety Tests
Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor Course
Develop instructors to teach recruit officers and teach remedial Emergency Vehicle
Operations
Policing the Teen Brain in-Service
The course is designed with a focus on day to day interactions and officer safety, this 
training provides officers with an intensive overview of how neurological changes
occurring in teens’ brains explain many of their hard-to-police behaviors

October 2017

ICISF Assisting Individuals in Crisis
Understand the natures & definitions of a psychological crisis and psychological crisis 
intervention •Understand the resistance, resiliency, recovery continuum •Understand the 
nature and definition of critical incident stress management and its role as a continuum of 
care •Practice basic crisis communication techniques •Be familiar with common
psychological and behavioral crisis reactions •Understand the putative and empirically-
derived mechanisms of action in psychological crisis intervention •Practice the SAFER-
Revised model of individual psychological crisis intervention •Understand how the
SAFER-Revised model may be altered for suicide intervention •Understand and discuss 
the risks of iatrogenic “harm” associated with.
Bulletproof Leadership Training
This statewide initiative consists of various topics designed for law enforcement profes-
sionals to develop and refine their leadership skills to meet the demands of 21st century 
leadership.
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Policing the Teen Brain:

This fall the Albany Police Department, in an effort to continue its goal of Winning Over 
and Investing in a Generation, had all of its sworn members attend a course about
Policing the Teen Brain.  This full-day course, taught by 3 officers and the Anti-Violence 
Coordinator in conjunction with the Director of Clinical Services and the Program
Assessment and Effectiveness Research Specialist at LaSalle School, was inaugurally 
taught to police recruits during their time at the Albany Police Department’s first
Academy session.

The course, designed with a focus on day-to-day interactions and safety, provided
officers with an overview of how neurological changes occurring in teens’ brains explain 
many of their reactions to difficult and stressful situations. Additionally, the course
provided information regarding factors that can compromise normative brain
development, including mental health issues, trauma, and Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACEs).  Officers were also taught how the body responds to stress physiologically and 
biochemically and how various stress responses can make engaging with individuals in 
stressful situations difficult.

Officers were reminded how to assert authority using alternative tactics to increase
compliance from teens and de-escalate volatile situations.  They were also taught various 
skills for engaging and building relationships with youth in order to make police
interactions smoother.

This training will be offered in each future Academy session.  During that time, youth will 
be incorporated so recruits have an opportunity to learn more about Albany-specific
dynamics particular to youth engagement before entering field training.

POLICING THE TEEN BRAIN
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CAAT TEAM

CAAT serves as the Albany Police Department Subject Matter Experts in Anti / 
Counter-terrorism and Emergency Management. It is imperative that each team 
member receives the necessary training in order to conduct the CAAT mission: To 
provide the community with the highest standards of safety and security through 
application of anti and counter-terrorism measures through detailed risk and threat 
assessments, planning and preparedness, and training or otherwise directed by the 
Chief of Police to ensure the City of Albany and its Tenant Partners continue
operational capabilities from acts of terrorism or criminal including CBRNE
(chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive) attacks. CAAT Members 
work and train closely with several state and federal agencies.
     
CAAT members received instructor certifications from the New Mexico Institute of 
Mining and Technology, Energetic Material Research and Testing Center for
Incident Response to Terrorist Bombings and Prevention and Response to Suicide 
Bombing Incidents. CAAT along with the APD Training Unit successfully instructed 
over 4,000 civilians in the Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response Training – 
Civilian Response to Active Shooter Events. This program designed by Texas State 
University is currently the FBI national standard in response to active shooter. 
     
In addition to training law enforcement and community members, in-service 
training was conducted to enhance the preparedness of the team. Several sworn 
officers successfully completed the first iteration of training to become active 
members of the team. Training included Current Trends in Terrorism, IRTB, Bomb 
Making Material Awareness Program, and basic risk and threat assessment. 

C.R.A.S.E.

The Albany Police Department Training Unit and Critical Asset Assessment Team 
(Counterterrorism) in conjunction with Texas State University’s Advance Law
Enforcement Rapid Response Training (A.L.E.R.R.T.) offered The Civilian Response 
to Active Shooter Events (C.R.A.S.E.) course for community leaders, facility
managers, schools, houses of worship and other entities within the City of Albany. 
52 presentations were delivered to 4,000 civilians throughout the calendar year 
2016. This course is designed and built on the Avoid, Deny, Defend strategy
developed by ALERRT in 2004. The course provides strategies, guidance, and a 
proven plan for surviving an active shooter event. Topics include the history and 
prevalence of active shooter events, the role of community members and leaders, 
civilian response options, medical issues, and options to consider when planning 
drills. The goal of the training program is to be thought-provoking and empow-
er those who received the training to act immediately and in a deliberate manner 
during a stressful event.
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COMMUNITY POLICING

Community Policing
Neighborhood Engagement Unit (NEU) – 

The Neighborhood Engagement Unit was 

created in 2010 and acted as the spearhead 

for the introduction of community policing 

in Albany. The unit is comprised of 33 Beat 

Officers, four Community Service Officers, 

three School Resource Officers, one PAL 

Officer, 5 Prevention Service Officers, an 

anti-violence Coordinator (MSW), one Youth 

Aid, one Social Worker Supervisor (MSW) and 

two MSW interns. The sworn members of the 

NEU comprise 25 percent of the entirety of 

the Albany Police Departments patrol function 

personnel.

The NEU is significantly comprised of 

Beat Police Officers, who are permanently 

assigned to specific Beat Zones and whose 

primary responsibility is creating/enhancing 

relationships and trust within their respective 

communities by utilizing Community 

Oriented Policing strategies. These Officers 

are responsible for problem identification 

and resolution which is often borne out of 

community input and involvement throughout 

the various processes.

The unit primarily concentrates on quality of 

life issues within their areas since these issues 

are most often the main drivers of community 

fear and often lead to more significant issues 

if they go unaddressed. Members of NEU 

employ Problem Oriented Policing (POP) 

methodologies, such as the application of 

the Scanning Analysis Response Assessment 

(SARA) Model to resolve a wide range of 

issues that they face within their areas of 

responsibility. By utilizing POP, we have 

experienced more permanent solution sets to 

identified problems, thus enhancing confidence 

and trust within the Albany Community.

Members of NEU also attend Neighborhood 

Association and Watch meetings within 

their area and attend as many neighborhood 

events, such as community clean-ups, bar-

b-q’s, block parties and other events that 

allow the police to interact in an environment 

devoid of confrontation and in non-traditional 

ways. These events act as a gateway to 

personalization both from the community to 

the police officers and from the police officers 

to the community.

Leveraging these types of events presents 

a catalyst for positive change, in attitudes, 

expectations and provides the foundation to 

create mutual trust. In 2016 the NEU expects 

to attend over 500 meetings and functions 

directly involving neighborhood groups 

and organizations.

Team Policing – The Albany Police Department 

implemented Team Policing in 2013. This 

concept was developed to ensure that the 

community policing model was implemented 

and embraced department-wide. Team 

Policing relies on the permanent assignment of 

patrol officers to areas that mirror established 

beat zones. Utilizing this type of personnel 

assignment of officers in patrol cars ensures 

the same officers work in the same areas 

every tour of duty. Additionally, patrol 

officers and beat officers are required to work 

as a cohesive team. The model increases 

accountability and ownership of all police 

officers acting in a patrol capacity and ensures 

that problem solving techniques are utilized 

comprehensively and collaboratively.

In many instances, team patrol officers work 

in many of the same capacities as their beat 

counterparts. patrol officers conduct “walk 

and talks” within their neighborhoods, in order 

to facilitate personal interactions with the 

community, by removing the physical and 

psychological barrier of the patrol vehicle. 

Team officers also participate in many of the 

neighborhood functions and meetings within 

their assigned areas. The intent is to allow 

the patrol officers and community to gain a 

mutual personal perspective with the goal of 

increasing trust and to create the foundation 

for relationship building.

By utilizing Team Policing, it allows for the 

infusion of the core community policing 

principles into Patrol Level Policing, 

thus allowing for the institutionalization 

of community policing throughout the 

department.
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Youth Engagement

Since the implementation of Community Policing in 

2010, the Albany Police Department has recognized the 

importance of building stronger relationships, trust and 

bonds with our city’s youth. We recognize that building 

these solid relationships will provide a strong and long 

lasting foundation to creating positive and cohesive 

partnerships and trust with the Albany community. 

The department and its members are continuously and 

proactively involved in both small scale events and 

large scale programmatic endeavors to connect with 

city youth.

The Albany Police Department has undertaken the 

following regarding youth outreach and engagement:

Prevention Services Unit - To Reach and 
Connect (TRaC)/Enhanced Supervision 
Unit (ESU)

The TRaC program is designed to assist at risk juveniles 

between the ages of 12-16 in unique and multi-faceted 

ways. Ultimately, the goal of the program is to keep the 

city’s most at risk children from entering the Juvenile 

Justice System. This is accomplished by identifying 

vulnerable children as early as possible, utilizing a 

matrix of factors that are viewed to most significantly 

contribute to the development of juvenile delinquency. 

The TRaC Unit employs a case management approach 

to proactively work with each child and their family 

to establish strong relationships and trust, while 

simultaneously identifying the appropriate service mix 

that will most benefit that child and their family. The 

Multi-Disciplinary Team (partner spectrum) developed 

for this program is extensive and includes organizations 

such as: The Albany School District, Albany County 

Probation, Equinox, Deptartment of Social Service and 

a vast array of other private, government and non-

profit organizations.

Police Athletic League (PAL)

The Albany Police Athletic League builds partnerships 

among youth, police and the community, through 

collaborative programming designed to encourage and 

develop good citizenship and improve the quality of life 

in Albany. PAL is a juvenile crime prevention program 

that brings children and police officers together in 

non-law-enforcement settings, thus providing a venue 

for personal relationships between police officers and 

children to be created. PAL programming serves over 

4000 children yearly and offers a variety of specialized 

programs such as: basketball (4th grade - 12th grade), 

after school homework club, youth leadership, bowling, 

running club and numerous other activities. Additionally, 

the Police Explorer Program falls under the umbrella 

of PAL and has grown substantially with an active 

enrollment of 21 teens. Presently officers act as Post 

Advisors and numerous other officers participate 

in the various Explorer activities. The Albany Police 

Department also added a full time PAL Officer, Gary 

Tucker to the Neighborhood Engagement Unit’s 

Prevention Services Program with the intent to further 

increase and enhance PAL programs and officer 

participation. Presently we have approximately 30 

officers who regularly volunteer their time to participate 

in PAL programming to include coaching, mentoring and 

actively participating in a wide range of PAL events.

Youth Police Initiative (YPI)

The YPI program, developed by the North American 

Family Institute (NAFI), brings police officers and 

neighborhood teenagers together, in an informal 

environment where both the teens and officers discuss 

life choices and impacts that those choices had on 

family, friends and community, while simultaneously 

incorporating team building and personal interaction into 

the program mix to promote mutual understanding and 

acceptance. The goal of YPI is to lay the foundation for 

stronger youth/police relationships and more positive 

interactions in a variety of settings. The Albany Police 

Department, along with its partners – La Salle School 

for Boys, St. Catherine’s Center for Children, St Anne 

Institute and Albany County Probation conducted two 

week long YPI sessions. These sessions are conducted 

with at-risk youths from a variety of settings and 

incorporated leadership skills and positive police/

teen interactions. Additionally, these sessions provide 

an opportunity for APD and its partners to become 

facilitators thus allowing the department to run this 

program as an on-going long term initiative.
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Car Seat Program

The Albany Police Department conducts child car seat safety 

checks and installations for any citizen needing information 

for and/or assistance with proper, safe installation of child 

safety seats. The department collaborates with several 

partners in this endeavor including the Albany Public Library, 

Alpha Pregnancy Center, St Peters Hospital and Albany 

Medical Center. It is the departments intention to keep as 

many children, who travel in vehicles, as safe as possible 

by providing this service to any citizen that wants to take 

advantage of this program. The department’s certified 

car seat technicians have installed hundreds of car seats 

and delivered numerous safety presentations at various 

organizations throughout the City.

School Resource Officer Program (SRO)

The School Resource Officer Program includes three full time 

school resource officers who are certified officers through the 

National Association of School Resource Officers (NASRO). 

Each SRO is assigned to two of the Albany School District 

middle schools and one is presently assigned to Albany 

High School. The school resource officers operate under the 

“triad” concept, engaging youth as educators, counselors and 

protectors. It is imperative that our SRO’s develop positive 

relationships and engage in positive meaningful interactions 

with city students to best enhance trust and build lasting 

viable bonds that hopefully translate into, and guide our 

city’s youth to more successful and productive pathways. 

The school resource officers work closely with school 

administrators and staff to resolve internal and external 

conflicts, address real and perceived safety issues and 

provide immediate access to law enforcement for both school 

staff and students. Our SRO’s also participate in the School 

Dismissal Detail, for each of their respective schools ensuring 

safe passage for our students both to and from school.

The SRO’s also conduct numerous trainings with students 

including anti-bullying, Gang Resistance Education and 

Training (GREAT), Parent University and assisted the APD 

Training Unit with Active Shooter Training delivery to 

administrative staff in all public schools. Additionally, the 

SRO’s participate with the Albany School District and the 

non-profit organization Jezrael to provide identified children 

in need with Christmas presents and a “hats, coats and gloves 

program” to ensure some of the basic needs of the most 

disadvantaged children were met.

Teen Night

The Albany Police Department in partnership with Albany 

County Gang Prevention and the North Albany YMCA 

participated in approximately 20 bi-weekly “Teen Night” 

events offered from 6 PM to 11 PM on alternate Saturdays 

at the North Albany YMCA. This program was designed to 

provide a safe and entertaining place for Albany youth to go 

during weekend nights. Teen Night provides an alternative 

venue to productively occupy teen’s time on the weekend 

in lieu of gang affiliation, mischief involvement or street 

roaming. 

Officers from the Neighborhood Engagement Unit attend 

this program and provide a positive police presence to 

assure attendees are safe while actively participating in 

much of the programming that takes place (anti-gang, anti-

bullying, positive reinforcement). The Teen Night Program 

facilitates non-confrontational, positive interactions between 

the participating teens, officers and partners, resulting in 

enhanced police/teen relationships, trust and perceptions.

Cadet Program

The CADET Program is a 5-week summer employment 

program in partnership with the City of Albany to provide 

experiential learning to youth ages 14 through 18 that reside 

in the City of Albany. The program is designed to help 

youth understand various roles, responsibilities, and job 

duties of Albany Police Officers and other Law Enforcement 

professionals including the District Attorney’s Office, the 

New York State Police, and the Department of Environmental 

Conservation through classroom lectures, group discussions, 

and hands-on activities. The program also allows youth in the 

city opportunities and venues for stronger relationships with 

the various officers within the department that participate 

in the program in order to foster more open communication 

between the youth of the city and their police department. 

As many as 30 youth have participated in the program each 

summer, bringing the life-time enrollment in the program, 

which has been running since 2008, to 170 youth. Presently, 

two officers act as class counselors and two civilians serve 

as program administrators. As a result of the 2017 CADET 

program, the youth that attended expressed a desire to have 

more long-term involvement with officers in their community. 

This paved the way for the creation of a Youth Police Council.

As a result of the 2017 CADET program, the youth that 

attended expressed a desire to have more long-term 

involvement with officers in their community. This paved the 

way for the creation of a Youth Police Council.
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Youth Police Council/Mentorship 
Program and Youth Court

The youth police council is comprised of a group of 

youth that have participated in the CADET Program 

and the PAL Police Explorer Program, as well as several 

friends of those individuals. These youth, alongside 

a core group of 6 police officers have been actively 

discussing and researching opportunities for officers to 

be more engaged with the youth in Albany. This group 

has now started to actively develop a program to initiate 

these interactions. The youth and officers together 

decided to assist existing after-school programs in 

neighborhood elementary schools in Albany by engaging 

in activities with the children in those programs. 

Youth Court - The Albany Youth Court (AYC) is a 

program in the final stages of development. AYC is a 

pre-arrest diversion program for first time, low–level 

offenses, which uses restorative justice principles to 

provide a fair and reliable option for the community. 

AYC is a youth driven program, with youth performing 

the majority of the tasks, including the roles of attorney, 

judge, and jury. AYC is voluntary for both members and 

respondents who are in grades 6-12 in the City of Albany. 

Bicycle Rodeos

NEU, in partnership with the Police Athletic League 

and Martin, Hardy and Mazzotti Law Firm, hosts bicycle 

rodeos in areas all throughout the City. These rodeos 

are specifically designed to provide an opportunity for 

children and their families to interact with police officers 

in a friendly, engaging environment, fostering positive 

feelings and mutual understanding and trust.

 During the rodeos children are taught bicycle safety and 

riding skills by NEU bicycle officers. Additionally, during 

these events, underprivileged children that can’t afford 

a bicycle or who have had their bicycles stolen are given 

a bicycle by the department. As part of the curriculum, 

bicycle helmet safety is stressed to both children and 

parents. To support this and to enhance child safety, free 

bicycle helmets are provided to any child who attends 

the event and either does not own a helmet or who 

possesses one in disrepair

Gang Resistance Education and 
Training (GREAT)

The GREAT program is a National program designed to 

immunize children against gang violence, delinquency 

and youth violence. It targets children in the years 

immediately before the prime ages for indoctrination 

into gang involvement and delinquent behavior. GREAT 

is school based and involves law enforcement instruction 

that requires strict adherence to a fixed curriculum. Each 

component (program) involves a 13 lesson curriculum 

that is delivered to the fifth and sixth grade children. 

Some of the involved components include: having 

empathy for others, making good choices and setting 

positive goals. The program utilizes skills training, 

cooperative learning, facilitated group discussions 

and role playing which are designed to produce 

specific attitude and behavioral changes to set positive 

parameters and goals for the participating children. 

Given the law enforcement instruction component, it 

has been noted that participating children develop more 

positive attitudes and relationships with police.

Equinox After School Program

The Albany Police Department in partnership with 

Equinox assists with the Equinox After School 

Program/Youth Outreach Center. The center provides 

programming for at risk teens in the following areas: 

counseling, sports, academic support, adventure 

based programming, visual and performing arts, health 

education and employment assistance. The department 

provides officer volunteers, led by Officer Brian Hawley, 

who work closely with the teens in a mentorship 

role to provide the teens with positive pathways and 

assistance while working with police officers in a very 

informal setting. The goal of the program is to provide 

participating teens with a safe haven for after school 

activities while simultaneously building pragmatic life 

skills that will assist them to develop skill-sets and 

positive attitudes that will create opportunities for 

success. In addition, the officer involvement component 

creates strong bonds and trust between the teens and 

police and opens avenues of dialogue that have not been 

traditionally available for the city’s youth.

Know Your Rights

During the summer of 2017 the department partnered 

with the City of Albany Summer Youth Employment 

Program and the Center For Law and Justice to deliver 

“Know Your Rights” presentations to approximately 

400 teens that were enrolled in the summer employment 

program. The program combined police officers and 

attorneys acting collaboratively to conduct presentations 

on police interactions and what is acceptable and not 
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acceptable based in law during police/public encounters.

The intention was to present and discuss police/youth 

expectations as well as presenting “do’s and don’ts while 

interacting with the police in a variety of scenarios and 

circumstances. The intent was to increase the knowledge 

base of the attendees emphasizing legal requirements 

and citizen rights during such interactions.

The ultimate goal of the program is to decrease the 

number of confrontational interactions between 

teens and police by providing knowledge that would 

enhance the safety of both students and police during 

street encounters. Moreover, the program is designed 

and allows for frank and open discussions relating to 

police interactions both locally and nationally. These 

discussions fostered numerous positive and productive 

dialogues between the attending youth and police 

officers that resulted in a greater level of mutual 

understanding respect.

Grade School Reading Program

Members of the Neighborhood Engagement Unit, seek 

out city elementary schools to establish police officer 

based reading programs and interaction time with 

students. The premise is to build relationships with 

young children in an environment that is conducive 

to building trust and to foster positive meaningful 

interactions with our city’s children.

Public Forums

The Albany Police Department in conjunction with 

ACPAC host four annual large scale community forums 

each year. Each forum is held in a different area of 

the city and is focused to be address neighborhood 

specific concerns and conditions. These forums allow the 

community to have direct interaction with the command 

staff of the department to discuss a wide variety of 

issues affecting the community. The discussions are 

frank and personal in nature and allowances are made 

to ensure that anyone wishing to speak is given the 

chance to do so, allowing all to have a voice in a wide 

array of topics. The direct access to the command staff 

enhances police transparency and the ability for a true 

communal voice.
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Pop-up BBQ's
This past summer, the Albany Police Department hosted several pop-up BBQ and outdoor movie nights 

in neighborhoods all through the City. At these events, members of the police department cooked 

hamburgers and hotdogs for members of the community and joined them in an outdoor viewing of a 

movie on a large inflatable screen. Members of the police department also enjoyed playing games with 

City's youth. These events brought members of the community and the police department together in a 

fun environment where meaningful conversations were had and relationships were built.

POP-UP BBQ'S
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2017 NEW HIRES

Michael Adams

Shallah Bunch

Emmanuel Carter

Adrianna Conti

Johnathan Dorsey

Matthew English

Sarina Hogan

Dean Johnson

Ryan Johnson

Emiljan Miftari

Nicholas Togias Jr.
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2017 PROMOTIONS

Commander James Gallagher

Lieutenant Eric Crist

Lieutenant Clifford Young

Sergeant Christopher Basile

Sergeant Thomas Fletcher
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2017 RETIREMENTS

Chief Brendan Cox

Commander Edward O’Leary

Lieutenant Michael Tremblay

Detective Michael Bennett

Detective John Fitzgerald

Officer David Halpin

Officer Keith Hayner

Detective Timothy Leonard

Officer Andrew Montalvo

Detective Alisa Murray

Detective John Reilly

Officer Kevin Seel

Officer Glenn Szelest
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2017 AWARDS
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CRIME STATS
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FISCAL
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CAPITAL PROJECTS
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ALBANY PROPOSED BUDGET
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